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• NARRATORÿ ' '

"MAN BUIIDSÿ' DÿTROYSÿ'
A serie s of prograÿes about this planet and what

people are doing to itÿ
r

NITÿ TAVÿA SCÿ

r

These are ordinary peoples tourists on holiday in

Athens,  They've come from londonÿ ÿs ÿgelesÿ

Berllnÿ Brÿsselsÿ Tokyo snd Newarkÿ New Jersey

in. fact from just about anywhere,  lheyÿre out

to havea good time and be entertained,  Mosily

they want a chafige fÿm ÿfe's rou÷hue with ÿybe

ahint of adventuÿ thrown inÿ

"i.  !

DESERTED TAVERNA
DAYTIÿ

PAN  OF  ATHENS  TO ACROPOLIS

ts of places fit that vacation pacÿg% but people

have come to Greece because the day%ime hours o ffeF.

a partleularly good opportunity for coÿunicatimg

i$h where the ÿst ÿetty much all began%  In the
i  ,

uncertainties of modern lifeÿ that seems to give

us something, to hold on too

URISTSAND  ACROPOLIS

L ,'

!.,,

The Acropolis has dominated Athens and heen a
'C       o      4

symbol of Western  iviÿatlon fer thousands of

yearsÿ  There are a lot fewer buildings up'heÿe nowÿ

mostly becausÿ of thoughtlessness and Indifference&

But theÿfa'otÿ that ÿ2%hlng at all remains testifies

to something relatively new in historyÿ a conscious

effort ÿto preseÿe evidence of other times,



There rs growing urgency to that effort now that

chemical, pollution has attacked our artistic

heritage along with our lungs and the food we eatÿ

More than ever we ÿre realiz& ng that man does not

live by clean air and pure water aloneÿ and that

there ÿ such a thing as an aesthetic environment

vital to the quality of our livesÿ

SUPER TITLE'ÿ

THINGS WORTH EEEPING'"

PAN  DOWN  FROM  ACROPOLIS  TO
PLAKA

These days the Acropolis is calÿy protectedÿ  A

hÿdred and fiÿy years agoÿ pÿrt of it was accidÿnÿ

tally blown upÿ but now the greatest danger is

probably the attention it gets from thousands of

visitors treading its anclenÿ stones°  Yetÿ by their

very fascination with itÿ they prove the ,'ÿropolis

is certainly among "Things Worth Keepirÿg"o

we can preserve a famous antiquityÿ it's oftm

harder deciding what to do with sÿnething that is

part of contemporary lifeÿ something only a few

yards from the Acropollsÿ but many centuries eloÿer

to our tlmeÿ

IIRAFFIC ÿ SIDEWALK CA.FESÿ
SHOPS

The Plaka is the :Greenwich Villsÿgeÿ Sohoÿ or

Montmaz%ÿe ÿof Athensÿ  It's a feisty blend of outdoor

.cafesÿ tavernasÿ restaurantsÿ student living quartersÿ

and shops of every descriptionÿ including a seemingly

endless number selling souveniersÿ  A lot of Athenians

today call it a tourist trap and aren't very enthuÿ

siasti¢ about ire  But it also has to be one of the

liveliest places in toÿ



MONTAGE  ÿ  SINGER
ND  NIGHT  STREET  SCENES

AGORA EXCAVATION

Nearby lies the Agoraÿ an archeological excavation

of ruins dating from Rome's domination of tÿe ancient

Greeks°  So far these digs have only nibbled at the

PlakaTs fringesÿ but the threat of the archeolog!ÿal

shovel has hÿng over the Plaka for all 15¢ years of

its existenc% because scientists are positivE it

sits on even more treasures°

ZOOM  OUT  ON  PLAFA  SECTION

INHABITANTS

DETERIORATION OF PIAKA
BUILDINGS

The Plaka is built on land totally leveled by the

1820 Greek war for independence from Turkeyÿ  That

seemed like a perfect opportÿty to reserve it

exclusively for archeological exploration°

\

But action was Slowÿ so people built homes and

moved ino  The Plaka squatters faced an un3ertain

futureÿ and as their buildings gradually fell into

decayÿ many sold out cheaply rather than risk

renovation costsÿ

TAVERNA SHOPPERS

EXCAVATED  AGORA  ANTIQUITIES

Those who bought were the present tenantsÿ the

merchants and taverna owners whoÿve turned the area

into a commercial bonanza€

The Plakaÿ which has seen much changeÿmay be in for.

still moreÿ  The scheme to level it to get at buried

antiquities has never diedÿ and some in the Greek

archeological sere/ice are increasingly anxious to

get on with ito



NÿLASSIC VILL&S
IN DISREPAIR

Some town Plannersÿ regarding the Plaka as a civic

embarrassmentÿ have advanced ideas of their ownÿ

Dne design would dismantle the neon signs and-

restore the neighborhood to its'tuÿ-ofÿentury

residential chaÿnÿ
J

sTREET SCENE WITH MONUMENT

'WfTH  "   ' 'ACROPOLIS         • •
MONUMENTS  IN  FORFDROUND

Others aiso"ÿ°ant the business section destroyedÿ but

woÿd take the houses with itÿ  Theygd presence

antique monÿaents now above groundÿ dig for othersÿ

and most ÿportantlyÿ ersate a green belt as a

.setting for the Acropolis,

Coÿmerÿal ÿterests in the  Plaka naturally are

resisting any change at aÿlÿ

PAN  UP  FROM AGORA  OVER PLANA
ROOF  TOPS  TO  ACROPOLIS

i

Maybe one Or another plan or some combinÿbion will

triÿpho Perhaps the Plaÿ will just go on as it

isÿ  But the dilemma of the Plaka is ÿ a way the

dileÿna of a fast changing ÿrldÿ  Few places have

such rich antiqÿties at stakeÿ but most of us do

live in communities with some sort of aesthetic

heritageÿ  Somewhere along the ÿe we may very.

weJl have .to decide what part of it we want er need

orÿ for that matterÿ can afford to keep°

FIÿ)CK OF PIDGÿS
ST o NARKS

If the Plakaÿs treasures slumber undergroundÿ those

of Venice are reflected in her cana1ÿ,  Actuallyÿ

water is the biggest immediate threat to Venice's

fÿtureÿ  For years nowÿ the ÿderpinnlngs of



WATER WASHING  OVER  STEPS

FLOOD FOOTAGE

, \

buildings have been steadily sinking into the

LagoonYs muddy bottom and the sea outside cares

increasingly often to reclaim what was hers hundreds

of years agoÿ  Venice has been catastrophically

flooded over thirty times in the ]ast decade°

TOURISTS IN BOAT When the sun returns to Veniceÿ another flood pours

into the city:  touristsÿ  They've come to see the

glory that was ÿ and stilÿ is Venice°  And i'ÿs their

money that goes a long way to keÿp the old city

economically afloat°

HISTORICAL PAINTINGS OF
VIÿETIAN SCENES

AERIAL  OF  GRAND  CANAL

FREIGHTER ENTERING
lAGOON

MONTAGE  OF  VENICE  ART

RUSH  HOUR  CROWD

DISSOLVE TO RIALTO
BRIDGE

Once Venice was monarch of the eeas; queen city of

the Adriaticÿ and the link between ÿkÿrope and the

Eastÿ  The palaces of her mercantile arÿ ÿ" .,,ÿracy

are mostly deserted nowp her ancient art treasÿres

somewhat faded and eÿmblingÿ but in all the ÿ-orld

there still is no place quite like this Renaissance

crossroads ofmarinersÿ tradersÿ and artists wedded

to, the sea°

Today many Venetiansÿ mostly the younger generationÿ

are leaÿg the old city for the nminlandÿ with its

highrise apartmentsÿ running waterÿ and supeÿrketÿ

About two out of three now live in the suburbs that

are part of the modern Venice municipality.

Venice is still very much a partÿ but its character

has changed a lotÿ  Nowadays shipÿ bringing materials



ANINATED  MAP  OF  VENICE

SHIP  PASSING  OLD  VENICE

INDUSTRIAL SUBURBS

direc.tly to mainland factories sÿboÿze the erie-way

proposition industryÿs groÿh has become for the old

section@  'The factories have dredged a channel deep

enough for freightersÿ but havenlt done much for

the decaÿ buildngs they ÿss on the way ÿo

Indust.ry surprisingly costs Venice more ÿhÿ i1

brÿgs inÿ  ÿe muni0ipal budget derlvesÿ hardly any

revenue from the mainÿgmdo

To make ÿtters.worseÿ there are the by now eÿ.ssiÿ

problems of industrial pollution°  Factories are

pumping a. lot of ground waterÿ tooÿ "which is thought

to hasten the sÿing of old buÿ[dirÿgs out on the

anals

PANÿoACTIVITY ON GRAND
CANAL TO BUILDINGS

PAIA Cÿ$

PAN  OF  STATUES  OVERÿDOKÿG
STo ÿRK'S SQÿJÿtÿ

Maybe Industryÿs gÿatest danger lies in its being

too easy.a t&rget of blue for .the eltyÿs.trolxbles,

If the. mass exodus from behind old Venice's  ,,.

.magnificent facade is to stopÿ that facade not

only needs a face .liftingÿ but some new practical

uses,  For one. thingÿ local industry could, conveÿ

many of the deserted palaces into elegant headquarters

as some outside Itÿan concerÿs already haveÿ

Venice's future cultural life cannot simply rest on

restoring old treasuresÿ  It must generate new

rltalityo  The ÿitY might possibly become a center

for performing artÿ  A StravlnskyÿDiaghelev baÿet

school has already been proposed,



CANAL SCENES Another plan would make Venice a great international

study centerÿ a sort of modern version of anoint

Athens, where scholars of many disciplines could

reÿeet and. interactÿ

There ÿs   little doubt we have the technologÿy to

save Venice°  World attention has been focused on

its plight through UNESCOÿS ÿ4goroUs activityÿ

th the worldls best scientific minds studying

the problems°  And the Iÿ!ian g[ivernment has voted

over five hundred million dollars to reÿtalize the

cityÿ

VENIÿTIANS ON ÿÿIÿT

STATUARY

OLD. DEPARTMENT  ST(RE

TOUR  BOAT  ON  CHICAGO  RIVER
TILT  UP-MARINA  CITY

.But one of the biggest hurdles Venice ÿii have to

face is agreÿnent among its own citizens ulÿ-uÿ what

kind of city they .wantÿ  Only such agreement cÿn

solve this dispute between industry and history°

Venice is ÿmiqueÿ but history is filled with things

unique that have cÿnbled and died°  Surely it

cannot survive as a small population-tending a museum°

It can endure only as a reflection of today's needsÿ

combining economic opportunity ÿith a cultural rebirth°

If Venice is a reminder of what used to b% Chicago

points to the futur% both physically and psychologiÿ

callyo  That's not to say Chicago doesntt have an

important'cultural pastÿ  It's the center of an



American"school of architecture rooted in the ÿork of

of such men as Frank Lloyd Wrightÿ and Louis Sulÿvea°

LOOP ÿNS

:[,IANCE, B DG o  "

PAN OF G ss WILLS

oÿ) AÿD Nÿ SKYSCmPÿ

Around the loop seetionÿ late 19th and early 20th

centuÿ concept set styles for the contemporary

woÿ'Idÿ The forever of the glass curtain Wall

thaÿ makes up today's standard office buildingÿ the

grace and practicality of what's come to be caÿed

the Chicago wiudowÿ even tÿe concept of the

skyscraper itseÿ

LT UP
HANCOCK  BLDG¢  WITH  CHURCH

CHURC H DETAIL

PAN  OF  NEON  SIGNS  IN
LIANCE  BLDGo  ÿNDO

The skyscraper is en ÿmeri'ean"phenomenono  It ÿ

evolved into a ÿnd of cathedra! of commerce

expressing the dominant spirit of our ageÿ just

as Europe expressed the religion of the middle ages

by building greatÿ churches ÿ  But while ancient

cathedrals are generally preserved as works of artÿ

a lot of early skyscrapers donÿt fare nearly so wellÿ

• Many are standing on borrowed time judging from a

variety of landmarks which have already gone before

the wrecker's ballÿ
I

WRECKING CREW

The main reason,is slmple economlcsÿ  Large

contemporary buildings bring more revenueÿ

Ironicallyÿth less of a heritage than EuroP%

Americans have been more careless about saving

,              'awhat they do haveÿ  But many peopl% especÿ fly the

yoÿngÿ are finding new interest in the old and are

'    trying to preserve itÿ



YOUNG MAN ON CAÿ YOUNG MA_Nÿ

I know they were planning on tearing it down
and I thought it was disgustingÿ  Have you ever
been inside there?  The sculptures in the ceilingÿ
it ÿs magnificentÿ

WOMAN ON CAMERA

BxcYci  TOUR

YOUNG MAN ON CAMERA

MANÿ

There was much trouble  in Frankfurtÿ much more
than here I thinkÿ about demolishing old buildingsÿ.
I think Chicago is something like a real living
museum of modern architecture of high rising
buildlngsÿ  And just they shouldn't demolish
the old ones which are very goodÿ

WOMAN ¢

I think we need a feeXing of permanence in our
society, you knowÿ not everything can be
replacedÿ  OKÿ tear this doÿnÿ put up sometÿg
newÿ  I think we need to have some feeling for
our pastÿ

YOUNG    MAN:

They are outstanding works of artÿ  L  .....  !desÿ I
meanÿ the people come to look at thÿ eÿlibits
of art inthe Art Instituteÿ they can see for free
the buildings of Chicagoÿ  Real nicer'

TOUR LEADER'S VO:

Biking in the last couple of years has gotten to

be very much the thing to do and I think this is

an opportunity for people not only to get out ÿd

ride a bicycleÿ but from our point of viewÿ we get

a chance to show them some of the Chicago coÿmunitlesÿ

and show them some of the architecture that made this

city famous as no other city has been.  On this tour

we're going to see some Frank Lloyd Wright ÿs workÿ

we're going to see some related Prairie School workÿ

we're going tO see a lot of newurban renewalhouslugÿ_'



The people that we come in contact with on these
J

tours are'all-quite interested and many of-them veÿ

... ÿowiedgeabl6o  It's not so much a lark for them to

, come .out for"this as aetnaÿ a rather deep ÿterest

on their paÿtÿ  Although we need a lot more. of it

TOUR  OF  WRIGHT  HOUSE

because there are a lot of things that still are

qÿtethreatenedÿ especially the loop b1ÿldlngse

R GUIDE:

oÿaÿd all of the ÿndowÿ are casement ÿndowsÿ
which means that they open this way as opposed
to drawÿndows which is what we2re generally
faÿLiarvÿthÿ  And if they had not been
,invented before his tumÿ he surely wou]d have
inveÿted them because they're such a good ideaÿ
This house is veÿmuchÿoÿ

ROBIE HOUSE

NARRATOR VO:

The styles were Victorianÿ automobilÿs were replacing

the horse, and this song was on eye.one's lips in'

1909ÿ  That was also the year Frank Lloyd Wright

designed the Robie Houseÿ

SHABBY ALLEY

TILT UPÿA CITY

Not all things are as obviously worth preserving as

the Robie Houseÿ  It may be easy to romanticize the

pastÿ but certainly it hag its share of mlstakes

that sho1ÿid long ago have been erased for the good of

people forced ÿoiive with themÿ

NowadaYs buildings also cost more than they used toÿ

so weÿve had to oome up with concepts and techniques

more in keeping wiÿh the realities of our tinÿ



One of the supporters of modernism is Chiÿ,go real

estate developerÿ Jim Doÿnsÿ

JAMES DOÿÿ Vÿ

I believe that ,cities todayÿo

DISSOLVE  BACKÿ TO  AUDITORIUM

DOWNS ON C!ÿMEPÿ

EXTERIOR  OF  AUDITORIUM
BUILDING

,  AUDITORIUM  BUILDING
DISSOLVE  TO  SKYSCRAPER

DOWNS ON CANÿRA and the people in them want to be co;ÿ-ctantly
redesigaedÿ rebui!tÿ, aod made dynamic ]:ÿ, *,he
re£1ection,ÿ,.ÿ"ÿ the  .... 7ÿTÿoÿ :ÿi,ÿ/ÿes of the pÿople
rather than the refle,ÿti..ÿ,.,ÿ of an ancient life
style o o

ooo! thÿ that a certain gÿ,oup, ÿf the avant-garde

decided that the 9roseÿ,.°aticu of landmarks would

give great joy to the people of the communityÿ  But

under the system under which we liveÿ the opportunity

of the property owner is to mamimizÿ the possibility

of income from the property consistent vdÿ the

public good°  The owner of that propertF slÿouid be

entitled to recover the highest and greatest value

to which that building or that land could be developed

if the old building was not preservedÿ  Now then the

public should, be informed as to what its ,going to

cost to acquire that property at that price and to

maintain it as a lÿudmarkÿ and this coat can be

astronomicalÿ  Fÿ  own analysis is that the p8 ople

of the corÿLunityÿ as a wholeÿ do not appreciate this

kind of old building preservationÿ ÿ

oÿIf the people want something in a democracyÿ
they're entitled to get itÿ  But I donÿt believe
that an elite group should tell them what they
wantÿ



SWISH PAN TO MIC G  AVE

MEMORIAL FOUNTAXN

CÿE  CONSTRUCTION

PAN OF C CAaO

NARRATOR VOÿ

In the bustle of dynaÿcÿ everchanging cities ÿe

Chicagoÿ there i=s the question of whether enough of

the public cares about preseÿng historic landmarks,°

Even if it doesÿ the economic pressures Jim Downs

mentions present serious obstacles demanding

innovative solutions,  In its sÿpÿst teÿnsÿ one

proposal suggested by University of ÿnols ÿw

Professorÿ John Costonisÿ is a sJÿcalled zoning baÿko

andmark buildings rarely reach heights allowable

under modeÿ zoning lawse  The aik. space theyÿ do

not use could be-sold to builders elsewhere wishing

to go ÿ thegn zbning perÿtsÿ  The proceeds would

help make up financial losses caused by smallÿ but

importsÿqt bÿldings occupying expensive lando

TILT DOÿ
SKYSCRAPER

COSTONIS VO:

Preservationists simply put down the ÿreai estate

eoÿnunity as philistin% as ,ÿnd of evll speculatorsÿ

Surely that's not fairÿ it's not sensibleÿ and it's

one of the major •reasons why the landmark problem

COSTONIS  ON  CAMERA'ÿ     ,

hasntt been solved in this countryÿ  On the other

handÿoÿ

¢ÿthe. rules of the game in real estate developÿ
mentÿ  particularly the zoning rulesÿ are largely
£he creature of the builders themselvesÿ  And
have.largely been put together in such a "way
as to ensure the lan@narkbuildings cant stand,



I think that my question would be whether there's
anything so sacred about those ÿle s as to make
it  i mpeÿissable to ask whether they may be

.hodifled in the public interest9  And to ask
for hard market studies that would exBmine
whetherÿ with appropriate modificationsÿ we
Couldn't-both have our cake and eat it too°°°°

CHICAGO SKYIÿNE

STATUE IN PARIS
WITH CRANE IN
BACKGROUND

GERMAN CHURCH

BUR3$ADUHR

JOÿ  COSTONIS  ON  CAMERA

ooThat is to say we couldn't both have profitable

buildings and a reasonable nomber of lan@narks as

wellÿ  What happens when you startÿ looking at thÿ

question in terms of various interest groups ÿl

acting legitÿtely under the rule s that exist at

any given tim% what emerges is the ÿeadership role

that govezÿaent has to playooo

oÿAnd the very blunt fact that if government
chooses to avoid its responsibilitiesÿ the ruleÿ
as they are set up nowÿ inevitably will produce
the destxÿctien of these resources°  So I guess
the basic notion simply is that government is
going to have to play a much greater leadership
role in dealing with these problems than it has
in the paÿt

NARRATOR

Although the landmark problem often seems a local

oneÿ our cultural environment is also an interÿ

national coneerno  In many cases worldÿwide

attention has beeÿ focused on these problems by

the United Nations°  It offers a forum as concerned

with what man builds as with what man destroysÿ

The world is full of many artifactÿ from ÿhidq we

must pick and chooseÿ not only with posterity in



MARINE T PLACE

GLASS TÿJER '?

PALACE ROYAIÿ
+

J
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ndÿ ,but liÿmited by the very real financial demands

of s ocÿletFÿs many other needs+

A famous Cÿago architect once eÿqoressed amazemen$

at, the number of inÿviduala who coulduÿt "see"+

People complalning, about the Qÿess of ÿfe might

well take a harder look at what those whoÿve come

before have left beÿd+  Without such eÿdence weÿd

be aÿnosb as rauch in the dark about the history of

the hÿJÿn spirit as the geologist is without his

rooks to eÿplain the ground on which he stands+

SUPER END CÿDIT ' o+  ,, +-+,   +
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